
Introducing
CRITIQUES



The mistake is to imagine that perfection is 
possible when the very idea is unthinkable.

Luís Figo



Critiques are weird



Critiques are a learned practice exclusive to
visual arts training



Critiques are communal



“One way of looking at critiques is that they are just conversation. 
Judgment is an ordinary part of conversation. 
In that way of looking at it, there’s nothing unusual or somehow technical about critiques. 
They’re just talk. This definition bothers me, because it avoids the strangeness of critiques. 
Critiques are intensely weird. 

They aren’t just everyday conversations: they take place in settings where young people pay older 
people to teach them about art. They are very academic: they aren’t at all like what happens in the 
rest of the artworld. After you graduate, if you pursue your art into the world of galleries, residencies, 
group shows, juried exhibitions, and art fairs, you’ll see that there’s nothing out there like critiques.” 

James Elkins 

American art historian and art critic 
E.C. Chadbourne Chair of art history, theory, and criticism at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago 

p. 23 Art Critiques A Guide James Elkins Second Edition Revised and Expanded Washington, DC Copyright © 2012 



empathic critiques



“Empathic critique is the search to discover what has happened in the work. 
Since much of what happens in any creative endeavor is intuitive, 
capricious, and unintended; we naturally expect the unexpected and 
unintended to make significant contributions and make new insights 
possible. The empathic critique finds ways to allow the creator of the work to 
discover what has been noticed by others. The maker gets credit for the 
potential value of their own unintended outcomes (mistakes). The maker is 
made to feel empowered by self-awareness. The artist constructs new 
knowledge based on discoveries brought to light based on considerate 
questioning. The art studio class becomes a community of learning.”

Empathic Critique Using empathic critique to foster the
culture of collaborative discovery in studio art classes Marvin Bartel © 2008, 2017



“The critique is the time to be nice in spite of 
ourselves.”



be kind

(ok they cost something but…)



being kind does not mean being uncritical

meaningful critique is caring

substantial critique environments presuppose care

Good Criticism Is Vulnerable 



Ok so a 5 point 
Summary of essay’s approaches



1) Ask yourself (the viewer) Open Ended Questions that uncover important feedback to share

What do you see? 
Why do you notice that? 
What else do you see? 
Why? 
What is the most original or creative thing you see? 
How would you guess it happened or how would you explain that? 
What do you think it means? 
Why do you think so? 
How does it make you feel? 
Why does it do that? 

Finally….
What open question does the work suggest to you? 

(state it in positive or neutral terms - no negatives)
(open questions have more than one right answer) 

What do you wonder about? (state it in positive or neutral terms
- no negatives)



2) Avoid Negativity and Shaming/Shame

It kills a sense of safety. It makes progress and change difficult or even humiliating. It raises our defenses up, both
Individually and collectively.



3) Formulate your feedback in writing before you say it or take notes to guide speaking

Goes back to asking yourself questions before asking the artist questions. Process and contain your reaction
before trying to explain it. It will be communicated more clearly this way.



4) Identify your subjective point of view in your interpretation of any work 

“For me…”

“I know that I have an interest in ______ so that is probably informing why I see this….”



5) Embrace failure, risk and mistakes as sites of discovery

There is so much knowledge and information in experimentation and the muck of unknowingness in our work. 
Help each other sort through that fog. 



CHAPTER ON “ART CRITICISMS”

a textbook introduction 



VOCABULARY REVIEW

Literal qualities à Imitationalism “Realistic presentation of subject matter”

Design qualities à Formalism “Effective organization of the elements of art through the use of the principles of art.”

Expressive qualities à Emotionalism “Vivid Communication of Moods Feelings Ideas”



4 Stages of Critique According to Basic Art Historical Model

1. Description “What is Seen in the Artwork”

2. Analysis “How is the Artwork Designed?”

3. Interpretation “What Does It Mean?”

4. Judgement “Is it successful?”



James Elkins’ “3 STAGES OF ART SCHOOL CRITIQUE”  

RECOGNITION

“It’s a personal narrative project
using still life images.”

ACCLIMATION 

“I understand how it’s installed, its goals
and I’ve absorbed its expressive,
design and literal qualities.”

ANALYSIS
”I’m ready to offer judgement on 

its resolution, success of art qualities and/or principles.”



10  GUIDELINES FOR ART CRITIQUES



PREFORMULATED FEEDBACK PLEASE
think before you speak
• Writing thoughts down and taking notes exercises the brain to 

synthesize information faster and into language that can be 
communicated
• It is difficult for an artist to retain unorganized information or 

feedback about their work



Be Brief 
one thing at a time
• Critiques are generally too short. Time is precious. Critique comments 

are within the context of group exchange. It is not about individual 
experience or point of view so much as communal and collective 
audience reception and brainstorming. Weigh the duration of each of 
your comments carefully. Add more if it is prompted or asked.
• Generally, it is overwhelming to hear a ton of points all at once. For

this reason, saying one thing at a time generates more energy and 
tends to be more memorable. If you have more than one point, make 
sure to introduce that before launching into them.
• Remove urgency to say everything. Think about what’s most 

important.



Their Work, Not Yours
This is not your project or methodology
• It’s perfectly normal to have our own interests and 

subjective taste when offering feedback. Be mindful of 
how your own practice or visual style may be 
influencing your reading of someone’s work. Avoid 
putting them in your shoes. Empathize and try to 
relate their position, goals, explorations and let 
yourself wonder what could be useful to explore with 
those needs and goals in mind.
• If something you want to suggest or ask about does 

refer to your own process or work’s interests, talk 
about that clearly. This can produce interesting
interest cross over points with other classmates’ 
listening and also for the artist, enhancing everyone’s 
reading of the work on display.



Being Mean Is Not Authoritative 

• As discussed, kindness and empathic, honest and contained reactions 
facilitate more productive exchange, even under tense circumstances.
• Pointing out where work is failing does not establish expertise in you 

or in the space of the critique. It can run the risk of creating an 
environment of fragility or insecurity around failure.



Good Art Is Usually Self Reflective

• Being morally pure is problematic as a concept but it is real that good 
art tends to be good because it is mindful of harm and entitlement in
relationship to others. It is difficult for alienating art to have aesthetic 
success or resonance. Empathy and a sense of communion with 
others is quite essential to figuring out your audience and how your 
work will function in relationship to the public.
• Entering critiques as non defensively as possible is important but 

establishing and maintaining an environment that feels safe to 
support non defensiveness takes group and relational effort. 



Silence is Meaningful 
• Let Work Sink In! Art is language and information that requires time 

to process.
• Notice who is speaking and who is not speaking during critiques or

specifically during your critique. There is possibly information about
your work in both of those observations. 
• Holding silence is a valuable skill when it comes to presentations and 

standing with your work.



Private vs. Public feedback 
Sometimes one-on-one is more appropriate or 
easier

• Sometimes this is something based on time constraints, others it’s 
based on the group atmosphere or dynamics and still others it can be 
more about finding a softer entry-point for more vulnerable or
difficult feedback.
• Some types of minor feedback can be said briefly in passing. Perhaps 

you don’t want to give too much weight or seriousness to a technical 
observation or flaw if another point requires or deserves more 
attention during the critique?



Slow Down 
Think It Over, Wait, Write Some Notes, Don’t Rush 
Making Sense



What’s Good? 

• Did you remember to say what’s working? 
• What do you like and why do you like it? 
• Do you know why? 
• If you don’t know why, can you make some guesses 

why that is, relating to the work on display?



Listen 
Are you being heard? Are you listening? Without 
assumption or your own ego (fears, judgements, 
defenses)? 
“Listening is a practice that is learned: listen to understand, not to 
explain or defend. If I listen, I can learn what others notice in a work.
I can notice what others miss in a work. I can learn what people 
understand about a work. 
I want to be open to but not dependent on the opinions of others.
After the critique, I have the power to choose if it should be changed or 
left as it is. Successful crits leave everyone wanting to make more art.” 
(Barrett, 2019)” 




